THE EXCEPTIONAL TO THE EVERYDAY
DO MORE WITH GLASS

At GGI, we offer a wide range of glass products, fabricating and finishing services. From shower doors to specialty glass. Pattern matching to large scale, full-color, custom digital printing. Back painting to standard patterns. CNC machining to tempering and laminating. Oversized glass or a custom conference table. Whether it’s an exhibit for educating the public or an installation that enhances the built environment, preserving history or making it, showing off art or creating privacy, GGI helps you use glass to make the built environment more interesting, beautiful, and inspiring. No wonder the country’s most prominent and inspiring architects, designers and glaziers trust us with their most demanding projects.

CAN DO

We don’t just supply glass. We help you do more with glass. Bring us your biggest challenge, your most unique concepts, your out-of-the-box ideas. At GGI, we take on the projects others can’t or won’t. We are happy to combine fabrication and printing techniques, produce large scale architectural elements, and test, test, test with samples. And if things go wrong, which they sometimes do, we do whatever it takes to get it right. You’ll find we embrace the creative and logistical challenges that bring our customers’ most creative visions to life.
First, Best. Fastest. Largest. Most accurate. When it comes to fabrication, we make the capital investments our customers need to be on the cutting edge of their own industries. We were the first in this country to offer Alice® direct-to-glass digital printing. Now we have the largest, highest resolution digital printer, offering 720 DPI. Our vertical CNC machine allows us to fabricate glass up to 6 meters wide, for seamless views and expanses of natural light. Other machines fabricate completely in-line for less handling, better accuracy, tighter tolerances and faster turnaround. It’s all about helping our customers to do more and more interesting things with glass.
From antique mirror to satin etch, European specialties to architectural elements. Picture frame glass to shower doors. Railings to fire rated. GGI maintains an enormous inventory of architectural, decorative, and specialty glass so we can get you the glass you want when you need it. We also have our own truck and drivers, can arrange delivery across North America, and are happy to ship mixed loads and manage logistics.

ARCHITECTURAL
CANOPIES
CURTAIN WALLS
ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
RAILINGS
SHELTERS
SHOWER DOORS

DECORATIVE
ANTIQUE MIRROR
BACK PAINTED
PATTERNED
PICTURE FRAME
SATIN ETCH

CUSTOM
ALICE® DIGITAL PRINTING
ART, PUBLIC & PRIVATE
EDUCATIONAL &
MEMORIAL DISPLAYS
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
SIGNAGE
WAYFINDING

PERFORMANCE
ANTI REFLECTIVE
FIRE RATED
FLOORING
HEAT SOAKING
LOW-E
SOLAR CONTROL

1. (1) Manhattan, N.Y. State Bank, New York City. Custom, patterned full glass panels in a sculpture parkusher the boundaries of what was possible inenkased glass.
2. (2) Harvard Business School, Boston, MA. Custom pattern matches exotic wood interior and extends exterior finishes to building exterior.
3. (3) 3 Pershing Plaza, New York, NY. A historic photograph is digitally printed in delicate and durable laminated glass, offering views into the past.
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GGI offers an extensive line of glass products and finishing capabilities from picture frames to European specialty products, shower doors to architectural components, CNC machining to digitally printed curtain walls. Five generations of family ownership, extensive capital investments, and a can-do attitude to logistical and creative challenges have earned GGI the trust of the most prominent, creative, and inspiring glazing contractors, interior and environmental designers, and architectural firms in the country.
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